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 This program enables you to analyze raw nucleotide sequence data and perform various common sequence alignment and sequence analysis procedures. Vectors and plasmids Vectors and plasmids are the basic tools used in molecular biology research for DNA cloning and expression. They are made up of DNA sequences cloned into bacteria in order to produce and package desired sequences. The
basic components of vectors and plasmids include: Invitrogen vector destination plasmid containing the sequence you wish to insert DNA destination plasmid containing sequences to be cloned -Plasmids used for cloning. Since we can only insert specific nucleic acids into a given destination vector, one should avoid using more than one destination vector. The destination vector used should be one that
is compatible with your nucleic acid sequences. In our products, the destination vector is compatible with a broad range of nucleic acid sequences for both bacterial and eukaryotic expression. -Plasmids that can be used for expression of proteins. For most applications, proteins are expressed from eukaryotic vectors such as vectors derived from SV40, baculovirus and retrovirus. We offer a variety of
plasmids for these purposes. Is your product the right one for you? Yes No You will receive the first shipment within three to four weeks of your order being placed. Your product will arrive in that time frame but may arrive in a slightly larger quantity to allow for back-orders and other unexpected delays. If you have questions about our promptness, please contact our Technical Support team. Return

Policy 60 Day Return Policy If you are not 100% satisfied with your product purchase, you can return unused product within 60 days of your order for a full product refund or exchange. All the products must be returned in their original packaging and in resalable condition. Products returned after 60 days of the order date will not be refunded. Non-Returnable Products Products that come in a
combination of packed sizes are non-returnable. The following items are non-returnable: Infectious/Live Virus - We cannot accept any infectious materials (such as live virus, asymptomatic carriers of virus, or live viruses or cultures) due to potential injury or death to both human and animal subjects, as well as the safety of our employees. Please refer to our Non-returnable Product Information for
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